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the WALL
This is the tool you have always dreamed of for setting up and controlling multiviewers – smart, fast, easy and fun! With the WALL you can configure any monitor wall, route signals, change mosaic layouts or save and load user presets – all done by a comfortable app. the WALL is the ideal solution for operators and EIC to flexibly configure monitor walls in OBs or studios. In the frantic live production environment with its demands for fast changing production and workflow setups, the WALL enables every member in the production team to change their monitor wall layouts in no time and on-the-fly. Instead of operating specific multiviewer configuration software or asking the EIC for a time consuming change of a layout, you can change all kinds of multiviewers with just one tool. the WALL with its elaborate reformatting algorithms talks directly to the multiviewer hardware and enables easy access through a touchscreen optimized GUI for mobile control. The GUI runs on a HTML5 basis, thus being independent from any mobile device manufacturer. Users can run the software app on any modern stationary or mobile device possible, indifferent of its OS – iOS, Android, Windows, Linux. The majority of the functionality is comfortably operable via drag & drop and changes will be stored in a user managed environment, if required hosted in the cloud. Swapping productions from one OB to another or using preferred multiviewer setups in any control room – the WALL makes it possible. With the WALL, Lawo introduces the next level of efficiency and usability.
“the WALL has been enormously helpful and I honestly couldn’t imagine going back to a truck without the WALL!”

Gary Morrill, NEP Supershooters

“The WALL helps us get our job done because of the time saved. It’s one more piece of setup that can be handed off to users in the truck instead of relying on the EIC to build each person’s wall.”

John Widmer, EIC, NEP Supershooters